SUMMARY
From well over 200 papers quantitative data concerning gill structure, oxygen consumption and activity in fish were compilated. These data were corrected, whenever necessary, for a body weight of 200 g and a surrounding temperature of 20° C, which enabled us to compare various species.
The standard metabolism (expressed as the standard-oxygen-uptake) appeared to be a fairly good quantitative measure for the general activity of a fish species and was used as such. Comparing a series of species increasing in activity (in regard with behaviour), one finds that oxygen consumption does rise more slowly than the quotient of gill surface and membrane thickness. According to FICK'S law, this is due to the fact that under standard conditions in active fishes a considerably lower difference is maintained between the oxygen in the water and that in the blood than in slow-moving fishes. Partially this may be due to the greater resistance of the gills of active fishes, partially to the way of breathing of the very active species (ramventilation).
In the hypothetical standard fish of 200 g, the gill surface and the thickness of the gill membrane appeared to be linear inversely proportional. Probably the gill membrane must have a minimum thickness in order to be equal to the defence against noxious particles, while the density of the secondary lamellae is limited by the membrane thickness.
Data covering all of the examined parameters were known for only 9 species. The quantitative relations inferred from these were neither completely confirmed nor contradicted by comparing them with insufficiently documented species. If required, the quantitative relations may be expressed by the following formulas:
in which: D = thickness ofgill membrane (µ) A200 = gill surface of a standard fish (mm2/g) dP = difference in partial oxygen pressure over the gill membrane (atm) M200 = oxygen consumption of a standard fish (mg/kg/hr) Applying our results to benthic species, it is conceivable that, while slowness of locomotion in an environment with a large supply of slow moving or even sessile food formed no hindrance, the sequence of causes and effects during gill evolution is as follows.
Basic was a considerable thickness of the gill membrane, indispensable as defence against scouring particles. This room-consuming quality of the membrane limited the number of secondary lamellae, which put a limit to the disposable surface. And this limited surface, in its turn put a limit to the oxygen absorption and, thereby, to the activity of the fish.
INTRODUCTION
Although it is obvious that there is a connection between the activity of fishes and the size of their gill surface, it was not until 1954 that Gray by his comparative study could ascertain that active pelagic fish has a larger gill surface than equally large slow-moving benthic species. Up to now, deviations from this rule have always been attributed to either a low oxygen level in the milieu or to adaptations in air breathing.
Other researchers showed that a high degree of activity in a fish species is coupled with a thin gill membrane (e.g., NEWSTEAD, 1967; HUGHES, 1970b; HUGHES & WRIGHT, 1970) , a high oxygen capacity and a low oxygen affinity of the blood (HALL & GRAY, 1929; KLAWE et al., 1963; RIGGS, 1970) , a relatively large percentage of red fibres in the muscular tissue (BODDEKE et al., 1959 ), a well developed operculum (BAGLIONI, 1907) and the dominating influence of the opercular suction pump on the breathing (HUGHES, 1960) . From this multitude of adaptations, one would theoretically expect a much larger difference in activity between the most active and the most sluggish fish species than are likely from observations in nature. Thus, it is very likely that in active species mechanisms are present which thwart the above-mentioned adaptations.
In this connection HUGHES (1960) points out that an increase in the surface of the gill corresponds with an increasing resistance to the respiratory water. In this article we have attempted to determine the influence of the anatomical adaptations and the feed-back factors by a quantitative comparison of the activity and the anatomical characteristics of the gill.
Q,uantification oj activity GRAY (1954) based the relation between gill surface and activity on solid quantitative anatomical research on the one side but, on the other side on rather subjective impressions of that activity. While one can try to quantify these subjective impressions with ethological techniques, field observations never give a quantification directly comparable with quantitative gill-structure data. Therefore, we chose in our study the oxygen-uptake-rate as a measurement for the activity, since this parameter, using Fick's diffusion formula, can be directly related to the surface and thickness of the gill membrane.
This direct relation between oxygen-uptake-rate and activity has been experimentally confirmed by BRETT (1965b) , SAUNDERS (1962) and BEAMISH
